It has been pointed out by many authorsll2l that the angular distributions from certain (d, p) and (d, n) reactions should give a sensitive measure of the accuracy of the nuclear structure in ascribing definite orbital angular momentum states to nucleons in a nucleus. This possibility is due to the facts that these reactions proceed mainly by means of a stripping process and that their angular distributions are characterized by the orbital angular momentum l with which the captured particle can be accepted into the appropriate final state. The theoretical expression of the differential cross section for the deuteron stripping reactionll includes the summation over all values of l, allowed by the selection rules. Therefore, each allowed value of l produces a peak in the angular distribution without interfering one another, the peaks corresponding to different l being quite separated. The theoretical angular distribution shows a pronounced peak at small angles, and the maximum resulting from the smallest allowed l is of much larger magnitude than the others. The heights of the the peaks decrease rapidly and the peaks move progressively toward the large angles as l increases. The investigations on the validity of the shell model by the deuteron stripping reaction are necessarily restricted to the lower l values. If the experimental angular distribution is characterized by two l values, it shows evidently the deviation from the pure shell model, i.e., the admixture of orbital angular momentum states.
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Recently, the necessity 3> of the mixing of the configurations in nuclei was pointed out in the studies on the first excited states in the even-even nuclei and on {3-decay with anomalous ft-values. The mixing of the configurations was applied with much success to explain the deviations of the magnetic moments4)5) from the Schmidt limit in odd-A nuclei, and quadrupole moments, 6 > and the {3-decay and r·transition of the forbidden types.
The purposes of this note are to show that the mixing of the configurations can be applied to the deuteron stripping reactions also with success when the angular distributions are characterized by two l values, and that we can determine the percentage of the mixing of the configurations from the observed relative heights of the peaks reversely.
We have derived the (d, p) differential cross section in the modified Born approximation. As the result, we have
We adopt the same notation as that used by Grant7l. K-factor in eq. (1) terized by two values of 1,.=0 and 2. This is due to the fact that the ground state of Cl35 has not only the configuration determined by the shell model, but also another configuration which contributes to the peak corresponding to l,.=O. In view of the property of the reaction operator, the mixed configuration in the target nucleus C[35 must be (d3/2) p, {sl/2, (d3/2)3} N and the mixing of the configurations of the residual nucleus does not contribute to the reaction in this case. Hence, the configuration which we are interested in is expressed as
where] is restricted by the relation lit-hi~J~h +i2·
We have neglected the normalization of the wave function (2), because this normalization is independent of the values of [, so that it does not affect the relative height in the angular distribution. The wave function of the residual nucleus is lj,{j}"l (O)h"2+ 1 (h)}(h); inmn). Then, the reaction matrix element is given by
• ( itiVJj,.)clitJ,..
The first term and the second one in ( 3) contribute to the peaks corresponding to the [,.=2 and O, respectively. Thus, the ratio of the absolute squares of the two terms gives the relative height of the l,.=O peak to the [,.=2 peak. fZJ. to which we refer as the "mixing parameter", can be evaluated by the perturbation theory. If we put dEJ as the zero-th order energy difference between the second and the first configuration in ( Where b is the inter-nucleonic interaction. If we adopt the a-function type for this interaction as its short-range limit, the calculation of the fZJ is straight· forward. We take as the dEJ the energy difference ·0.84 Mev between the ground state d312 and first excited state s1t2 in 16S17 33 , which is approximately equal to the energy difference between the single particle levels it and h· Calculated mixing parameters are the following: a1 =0.061, a2=0.389. Comparison of the calculated angular distribution with the experimental one is shown in Fig. 1 .
Besides the example above-mentioned, the following reactions have been calculated in terms of the mixing of the configurations: f19(d,p)F20, Mg25 (d,p)Mg~s,* p3t(d,p)P32, Ti47(d, p)Ti43,* etc. Particularly, in the case of f19(d, p) f20 the calculated angular distribution agrees quite well with the experimental one, and we can explain the unexpected small reduced width derived from the experimental (d, p) reaction data at least qualitatively. The detailed results of the investigation will appear soon in this journal.
